LaTeX2e Macro Packages

Springer Verlag has developed macro packages for different book types:

- **SVMono.cls** for monograph type books
  - without any author details in the chapter headings
- **SVMult.cls** for contributed books
  - giving author details in each contribution header

If you are not sure of the book type please contact the editor responsible for your book.

For **monographs, textbooks, and similar** you may obtain the complete SVMono package as [ZIP archive](#) or as [individual files](#) from our FTP server.

For **contributed books, proceedings, and similar** you may obtain the complete SVMult package as [ZIP archive](#) or as [individual files](#) from our FTP server.

The Springer macros use standard LaTeX packages - if you do not have these packages refer to [www.dante.de/cgi-bin/ctan-index](#).

If you have no access to LaTeX2e or prefer LaTeX 2.09 or PlainTeX, please address your editor or contact person at Springer.